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Introduction
This Statement of Significance and Needs follows the format recommended by the Church Buildings
Council. The Statement of Needs has been prepared by the parish. We are indebted to local historians
Malcolm Loveday and Peter Whisker, who provided an excellent brief history of the church, much of
which we have used in this document. Although the full dedication of the church is to St Peter with All
Saints, it is generally known as St Peter’s and we have used this shortened form.
This document relates to the initial phase of works that are proposed, comprising: replacement of
carpeted floor finishes to the Nave dais, Chancel, ringing floor and Remembrance Chapel; removal of
pews installed in 1870 by Thomas Blashill; reducing the level of pew platforms to align with the adjoining
Nave floor; providing new oak floor finish to this area; forming a new ramp between the Nave and Nave
dais levels; providing glazed screens to enclose the Remembrance Chapel with frameless glazing and
associated new lighting; installation of a kitchen base unit in the Nave; local redecoration of the
Memorial Chapel and Nave.

1.0
1.1

Statement of Significance
The Church Buildings, Contents, Churchyard & Setting

The Nave

Location Plan

1.1.1

Location

St Peter’s Church, in the Diocese of Guildford, is prominently located in Chertsey town centre, at the
north end of Guildford Street where it meets Windsor Street and London Street at a T junction. The
church lies in the conservation area in the centre of Chertsey, one of the five historic towns of Surrey.
It is approximately a 3 minute walk, via a footpath running N alongside the E boundary of the
churchyard to the site of Chertsey Abbey. The church has no car park but there is limited parking in the
neighbouring streets and a pay-and-display car park at Sainsbury’s, about two minute’s walk from the
church.

1.1.2

The Site

The church is slightly set back from the street, with the principal entrance at the west end of the
frontage and a west entrance at the base of the tower. Framed by yew trees, the building forms an
urban ensemble with the war memorial and town pump, contributing to the character of Chertsey town
centre. To the rear, or north side, is the churchyard, a tranquil place enclosed by buildings and
containing a free-standing church hall built in 1982. It was closed for burials in the 1960’s and the
gravestones arranged around the church yard walls to ease maintenance, but there is a designated area
for the interment of ashes.

1.1.3

Social History

The church has been a central part of the of the community for probably over 900 years and the tower
is the highest building in the town.

1.1.4

The church building in general

The Church has a medieval Chancel and Tower and a Georgian Nave. It is a Grade II* Listed Building.

1.1.5

The church building in detail

Background
In the year 666 AD, Frithuwald, sub-king of Surrey and probably a nephew of King Wulfhere of Mercia,
granted lands to Erkenwald, a Christian nobleman from Lindsey in Lincolnshire, to establish a
Benedictine Abbey at Chertsey, dedicated to St. Peter, with Erkenwald becoming its first Abbot.
The Abbey at Chertsey flourished until the Danish “Great Heathen Army” invaded England in 865 and
swept westwards to attack Wessex from 870 AD, sacking and burning Chertsey Abbey and slaughtering
ninety monks including the Abbot Beocca and the mass priest, Hethor.
The Abbey was subsequently re-established and it is likely that a small chapel was also built near the site
of the present church to serve the needs of the town, which grew up south of the Abbey. The
administrative area of N-W Surrey became named The Godley Hundred. There is a record of funds
being allocated for a Vicar in Chertsey in the late 13th Century, and Abbot John de Rutherwyk (13071346) had a major role in building the current parish church, then known as All Saints; the first named
Vicar is Thomas Le Gayte in March 1310. Rutherwyk is also credited as being responsible for building
several other churches in Surrey, including Bisley, Great Bookham, Chobham, Effingham, Egham and
Thorpe amongst others.
At the dissolution & demolition of the Abbey in 1538 onwards, the parish church adopted the
dedication of St Peter with All Saints and some of the bells from the Abbey were transferred to the
parish church. In its hey-day the Abbey was the 5th most important Abbey in the country and Henry VI
was buried there briefly in 1471 (mentioned in Shakespeare). Henry VI’s body was moved to St
Georges Chapel, Windsor, in 1484 by Richard III. Although the Abbey was dissolved in 1538 and Henry

VIII arranged for the stone to be used to build Oatlands Palace for his new Queen, Anne of Cleeves,
there were sufficient buildings remaining, including the parish church, to allow Archbishop Thomas
Cramner and his colleagues to draft the first Book of Common Prayer at Chertsey in 1548.

The Church Building: A Brief History

South elevation prior to 1806 AD
Note the single clock dial below the
louvres

Figure 4. Plan of church prior to 1806 AD showing
location of some of the graves. (Note: There are also
graves in the chancel and in the ringing chamber not
shown in the above plan.)
1.1.6

North elevation prior to
1806 AD

Medevial corble above sanctury.
Thought to be a representation
of Abbott Rutherwyk

The present Chancel and Tower of the church date back to the early 14th century however by
1800 AD the church was in a state of disrepair and was too small to accommodate the growing
congregation so Richard Elsam, architect, was commissioned to reconstruct the Nave in 1806-08 for a
payment of £4000 when the roof was completed. The old nave was demolished leaving the Chancel and
Tower and wooden columns erected inside the nave with raking timbers at the periphery and a
substantial roof structure completed and covered with slates. Elsam had probably under-estimated the
cost of the building work, however the Vicar and Wardens paid him the agreed sum since the roof was

complete but Elsam immediately left and took up residence in Ireland. Sir John Soane’s family lived in
Chertsey and he recommended that one of his pupils, Thomas Chawner could complete the work,
although a further £6,000 would be necessary to finish the walls with sarsen heath stone and furnish the
interior. The raking timbers were encased in the buttresses which incorporated air grilles to help
prevent the timbers from rotting. The building is probably unique in having hollow buttresses

Elsam’s drawing of looking west with organ in
west gallery. Note the raking timber roof
supports encased in the buttresses and the
below ground foundations for the columns

Church interior today with organ
above choir vestry

1.1.7 To raise money for the completion of the building a special Act of Parliament was passed which
allowed private pews in the galleries to be sold with Parliamentary voting rights, with access via two
entrances on the south side of the church and one on the N-W side. The voting rights ceased in about
1900.
1.1.8 The new nave was larger than the original nave and emphasised the squatness of the tower,
which was heightened by the addition of a brick-built storey and four pinnacles to make a much better

proportioned building. The new storey above the bell chamber now accommodates the leading-off
motion work to the four clock dials.

1.1.9

The Organ

An organ was first installed in 1808 in the west gallery comprising 522 metal pipes in the great organ and
140 in the swell. By 1879 that organ was worn out and Messrs J W Walker & Son installed a
replacement organ above the choir vestry with the consul in the north Chancel and it was first used on
8th January 1880.
Although this instrument served the parish well, its sound was somewhat unbalanced since the great
spoke into the chancel where the choir were located but the swell sounded directly to the nave and the
congregation. As part of the 1980’s reordering the organ was relocated and some new stops added by
Nicholson & Co of Worcester. The console was relocated to a gallery above the choir vestry door and
both the great and the swell spoke directly to the nave with the archway between the chancel and the
choir vestry bricked up.

1.1.10

Pevsner’s Observations

Nikolaus Pevsner in The Buildings of England : Surrey – ( Ed: Ian Nairn & Nikolaus Pevsner ,
Pub: Yale University Press , New Haven & London. Second Edition 1971, Printed 2002
ISBN 978 0 300 096750 ) was disparaging about the building :
‘ST PETER. Right on the road at the centre of the town. Tower medieval, rubble freestone and puddingstone
patched with brick - an attractive mixture. All the outside detail Churchwarden Gothic but a 15 century tower
arch inside. Chancel medieval or renewed outside, but two odd two-bay wall arcades inside (cf. Chipstead and
Merton). The arches die into almost square piers with shallow cinquefoiled niches above them.* The chancel arch
is also original, good, complex C15 work, two orders of shafts with foliage capitals and intricate continuous
mouldings around them. The rest is all in freestone, of 1806-8 begun by Richard Elsam but completed by
Thomas Chawner after trouble over estimates. It is a repellent bit of Gothic, a hall church with square piers and
four tiny attached shafts one at each corner supporting gauche vaults. It is rather like a humorous parody of the
nave of Saint Mary's Warwick. The big aisle windows have sickeningly fawning figures as label stops which look
mid-19 century but in fact belong to the 1806 rebuilding and are by Coade & Sealy The firm stamped each
window splay as though it was a monument. ( REREDOS: 1869 by T Blashill, NT). TILES: A few in the chancel
from Chertsey Abbey whose pavements were famous all over the country; poor stuff compared with the
specimens which went to the British Museum and Guildford Museum. MONUMENTS. A lot of late 18th century
tablets, none remarkable. Pratt Mawby ꭞ 1770 N side of chancel, adequate late C18 by John Walsh –( Sir John
Mawbey ꭞ 1798 by H Westmacott. NT) -Emily Mawbey ꭞ 1819, age twenty is by Flaxman, with the relief of the
raising of Jairus’s daughter, but is if anything rather worse than the other Grecian tablets. Sentimental group.
Christ is raising her from a couch. Parents on the left, Christ disciples on the right.’

South windows with Coade & Sealy stonework.

Some of the Coade & Sealy end stops.
1.1.11 The large nave windows all have mullions, tracery and architrave end stop grotesques fabricated
from a fired ceramic by Coade & Sealy of Lambeth; Chertsey is one of only three churches in the
country with such windows. One of the windows on the south side of the nave was reconstructed in
2000 AD with help from the £200K grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund, whilst the remaining window
stonework was painted with a shelter coat.
1.1.12 The font is an octagon of Caen stone similar to the design of the font at St Mary’s Church,
Oxford. It is in rectilinear style and was presented to the church in 1845 by William Evans, High Sheriff
of London and Middlesex in 1840

.

Font given in 1845 AD

George III coat of arms. Restored 1994
Interior looking W towards font & ringing chamber
1.1.13 In 1869 the interior of the church was extensively remodelled by Thomas Blashill and the floor
levels raised in the nave & chancel. New rather plain uncomfortable oak pews were installed in the nave
on a raised plinth. The Sanctuary reredos was tiled with decorative mosaics and a rather undistinguished
tile picture of the last supper, which is now hidden behind the high altar and a wooden reredos panel.

Postcard dated 1904 showing galleries
Existing Site Plan

1.1.13

Completion of the Nave

The parishioners, who had been cheated by their builder, were obliged to raise another £6,000 to fund
completion of the nave, which was clad externally in a sarsen or heath stone from Missenden, Bucks and
Chobham. Fine plaster vaults articulate the ceiling. They funded the work by selling freeholds to the
gallery pews, which came with right to a vote in parliamentary elections.

Plan showing the Thomas Blashill reordering 1870

1.1.14

Thomas Blashill and the 1870 Re-ordering

In 1870 the architect Thomas Blashill (1831-1905) prepared plans for the existing pews to be replaced
with the current oak pews. The pew platforms are supported on oak joists, with aisles paved in
encaustic tiles and decorative cast iron grilles covering heating trenches. An amended manuscript note
on the drawing (see above), signed by the vicar and churchwardens reads:
“The whole of the seats in this church except those in the pews in the North and South Galleries (which are
appropriated by act of parliament) are free and subject to allotment by the church wardens unappropriated”
The Lambeth Palace Library records that between the ages of 32 and 46 Blashill worked on the reordering of a number of other churches:
Yarkhill, St John the Baptist, Herefordshire (1863);
Westhide, St Bartholomew, Herefordshire (1867);
Strottesdon, St Mary, Shropshire (1869);
Putley Parish Church, Shropshire (1867);
Much Dewchurch, St David, Herefordshire (1878)
1.1.15 After 1876 Thomas Blashill worked as a District Surveyor in London before being promoted in
1887, at the age of 56, to the post of 'Superintending Architect of Metropolitan Buildings and Architect
and Superintending Architect of the Board'. Under the Board's successor, the London County Council,
his title was Superintending Architect of Metropolitan Buildings and Architect to the Council. In this
capacity he was responsible for designing the old County Hall as well as a number of fire stations and
parks buildings. He was in office during the beginnings of the Council's house building operations:
Boundary Street and Millbank Estate are good examples. During his tenure of the post with the Board
and Council, the London Buildings Act of 1894, the Factories and Workshops Act of 1891 and 1895
were enacted and the first Theatre Regulations of 1892 came into operation.
Blashill died in 1905. He was described as a 'scholarly, dignified and genial personality'.

1.1.16

Later C19 Alterations

The church was refurbished again in1878, when the chancel walls were re-faced in Kentish ragstone to
match the nave. The current organ was installed in 1880.

1.1.17

Windows and Stained Glass

The current east window stone tracery was installed in July 1858 by Thomas Knight at the expense of
the Haberdasher’s Company, one of the church patrons, replacing earlier tracery which was dilapidated.
The original window contained some fine stained glass including a shield with the arms of England and
another of Sir John Mawbey of Botley’s House.
The present glass was installed by Messrs Clayton and Bell in 1870 as a memorial to Rev’d John Crosby
Clark, of Cowley House, at the expense of C J Worthington and other relatives. It is not known what
happened to the original glass panels.
The window depicts the final scenes of Christ’s life on earth and incidents involving St Peter, who is
shown holding the keys of heaven.

Sanctury, Chancel and east
window
Following WWI, the S-E entrance porch was converted into a
Memorial Chapel with the addition of an apse end sanctuary laid with tiles from Chertsey Abbey which
was opened in April 1922

1.1.18

Modern alterations to the nave

In 1962 the interior was again remodelled with the removal of the remaining side galleries except for the
southern bays, the s-w gallery now being used for the A-V control desk and computer whilst the N-W
galley is used for storage. In addition the monuments around the chancel arch were repositioned in the
South entrance porch.
In 1963 most of the 1806 galleried accommodation was removed, leaving just the northwest and
southwest corners. Pews installed in 1870 were removed at the east end of the nave and in the south
west corner
In 1972 the tower was strengthened with concrete lintels under the pinnacles and reconstruction of the
buttresses. Concrete beams were also added to the wall plates at the top of the nave walls to replace
rotting timber beams.
About that time the old coke fired boiler was replaced by a gas fired boiler which in turn has been
replaced a couple of times since that time.
In the early 1980’s the Anglican’s joined with the United Free Church of Chertsey (comprising the
Methodist and Congregational congregations) and became an Ecumenical Shared Church, pooling
resources. The church was reordered by the removal of three rows of pews at the front of the nave
and the introduction of a nave altar on a two-tier rostrum level with the chancel. The choir pews were
removed from the chancel to form an open worship space, the organ relocated and the archway
between the chancel and the choir vestry bricked up. Some of the choir pews were relocated on a
raised platform in the south side of the nave in front of the Memorial Chapel to provide line of sight to
the organist.
In addition, a church hall designed by Cherry Crabtree & Martin Pardoe was built in the graveyard. All
these works were funded from proceeds of the sale of the Methodist Church in London Street, the
Congregational Church in Guildford Street and the Windsor Street School (which was the Anglican
church hall) together with donations raised by a public appeal.

Figure 16. Drawing of church and hall by Victor Spink, 1982
In the late 1980’s the church lighting was improved by the installation of flood lights in the
ventilation grills in the roof of the nave.
In 1994 following a quinquennial inspection the all the roof slates were replaced with Spanish
slates held in place on new battens. In addition, various parts of the vestry roofs were
recovered with new lead.
Around 2005 the S-W entrance porch was rather dilapidated due to dampness so
approximately £25 k was spent in refurbishing & redecorating by removal of the understairs
cupboards, new glazed doors into the nave and carpeting the stairs.
A half pew was removed at the S-W entrance to the nave and the pew plinth levelled to create
a less constrained welcoming area.
In 2010 the interior of church was closed for approximately two months to accommodate
scaffolding erected throughout the interior to allow complete redecoration undertaken by
Colin Loveridge. In addition, a new A-V system was installed with a drop-down screen behind
the chancel arch and a back projector suspended from the chancel roof with a couple of TV
monitors mounted on the nave columns. A new lighting system was also installed at that time.
In about 2014 approximately £50 k was spent in refurbishing the church hall including replacing
the floor covering, upgrading the kitchen and improving the accessible toilet facility. In January
2022 some of the deteriorating hardwood doors and windows were replaced by double glazed
white UPVC.
1.1.19

Tower, Carillon, Clock & Bells.

General
The tower accommodates a pleasant-sounding peal of 8 bells by various founders with the Tenor
weighing 1 ton. The oldest bell was recast by the Wokingham foundry in 1380 and was transferred from
Chertsey Abbey at the dissolution. It is the oldest bell regularly rung full circle in a peal of bells in the
Diocese. The bell are now rung from the ground floor but are regarded as some of the most difficult

bells to ring in the Diocese due to the long length of rope between the ringers and the bells. Their ‘go’
will only be improved by the installation of a ringing room gallery.
Chertsey is one of only a handful of churches that continue the tradition of ringing a curfew bell
manually at 8.00pm in the winter months between Michaelmas, 29th September and Lady Day, 25th
March.

1.1.20

Carillon

Access to the first-floor carillon chamber is gained by a medieval spiral staircase of 26 steps. The carillon
was made by Benson of London was installed in 1893 at a cost of £300. The carillon plays a different
hymn tune at 8.00am, 1.00pm, 5.00pm and 10.00pm.
In 1964-66 a public appeal was held to fund refurbishment of the carillon & clock. An electric drive
motor was fitted to the carillon which obviated the need for the driving weights in the N-W weight
shaft in the tower.

1.1.21

Clock

A short ladder leads to the second-floor clock chamber which now accommodates a three train
Westminster quarter chiming clock by Smith of Derby installed in 1892 at a cost of £180. It superseded
and earlier clock installed by Sol. Collins of Chertsey in 1742 AD and was sold to the church in Eltisley,
Cambridgeshire, in 1892 AD for the sum of £15 where it still runs today.

The 1893 carillon by Benson

The 1892 clock by Smith of Derby
now at Eltisley

The 1742 clock

1.1.22

Bells

A longer stepladder in the clock chamber gives access to the bell chamber. In 1553 the tower housed 5
bells and by the 1700’s the number had increased to 6 bells. In 1859 the tenor bell cast by Bryan
Eldridge at the famous Chertsey bell foundry was found to be cracked and had to be replaced. Public
subscriptions and the generosity of Angela Burdett Coutts, the owner of Coutts bank, allowed the tenor
to be recast and two treble bells to be added augmenting the peal to 8 bells.

View of the tenor and
front four bells

A further step ladder from the bell chamber leads to the fourth floor chamber which now
houses the leading-off motion work for the four clock dials, the floor being the original sloping
roof of the medieval tower. Finally a short ladder leads to the hatch on the tower roof which
is now covered with copper sheeting and provides access to the flag pole and lightning
conductor.
In 2016 a dumb bell was constructed by the ringers and installed in the clock chamber. It was
made from a surplus wheel from the old bells from High Wycombe Church which were being
recast and rehung. It serves as a training aid, used to teach beginners how to handle a bell, and
is currently the only dumb bell in the Diocese.

All Saint’s Church, Chertsey

Fig 23. All Saints Church, Chertsey
dedication stone

Fig. 24.

All Saints Church

By 1901 AD the town population had grown sufficiently to justify the building of a daughter
church in Eastworth Road to serve the southern part of the town. It was a red brick building
with a tower surmounted by a spire.
The church was opened in 1901 AD but was sadly declared redundant in 1971. It was sold by
the Diocese, demolished in 1976 and replaced by a block of flats.
The stone commemorating the dedication of the church on All Saints Day 1901 now resides
against the north churchyard wall of St Peter’s Church. The lectern from All Saints Church is
now used in the Parish Church.

1.1.23

Monuments & Memorials

A plaque in the south aisle commemorates the life of Charles James Fox

Pevsner notes:
‘A lot of late 18th century tablets, none remarkable. Pratt Mawby ꭞ 1770 … adequate late C18 by
John Walsh – ( Sir John Mawbey ꭞ 1798 by H Westmacott. NT) -Emily Mawbey ꭞ 1819, age twenty is
by Flaxman, with the relief of the raising of Jairus’s daughter, but is if anything rather worse than the
other Grecian tablets. Sentimental group. Christ is raising her from a couch. Parents on the left, Christ
disciples on the right.’
There are several burial vaults located beneath the floor of the Nave and west tower.
The Remembrance Chapel is dedicated to the men of Chertsey who died in the World Wars.
Queen Anne is known to have stayed in Denmark House across the road from the church, and
her coat of arms is on the west wall

1.2

Significance of the Church

1.2.1

Architectural & Historical Interest
We assess the significance of the church as follows:
High – national or international importance
 Nil
Moderate- High – regional importance


The medieval chancel and tower



The association with Chertsey Abbey, from the medieval foundation of the church to
the relocation of some of the bells following the dissolution



The peal of bells, the oldest of which was recast in 1374 by the Wokingham Foundry
for Chertsey Abbey
The living social historical value of the bell ringing tradition including the curfew bell, still
rung nightly at 8pm during winter, in a tradition that goes back to the medieval period

o


Moderate – local value/regional significance
 Nil
Low Moderate – local value
 The contribution of the church to the townscape of the centre of Chertsey


The amenity of the churchyard landscape as a peaceful greenspace inp the town
centre



The George III coat of arms



The carillon



The 1892 Smith of Derby clock



The Memorial Chapel and war memorial



The unusual timber framed structure of the Georgian nave



The role of the church in the wider community

Low – adds little or nothing, or detracts from the site
 The much-altered remains of the Georgian nave interior
 The nave pews and choir stalls

1.2.2

Artistic & Archaeological Interest

High – national or international importance
Nil
Moderate- High – regional importance
 The bell ringing tradition
Moderate – local value/regional significance
 The medieval corbel above the sanctuary featuring a carved figure
Low Moderate – local value
Nil
Low – adds little or nothing, or detracts from the site
Nil
No assessment is available for of unseen below-ground archaeology

The proposed Plan

1.3

Impact of the Proposals on the Significance

1.3.1

Removal of Pews

The most significant element of the proposal will be the removal of nave pews. The value that the pews
contribute depends on an assessment of their inherent historical significance, their contribution to the
character of the church interior and their utility for the continuing use of the building.
We know that the pews were designed by Thomas Blashill, an architect who went on to enjoy a
distinguished career at the LCC. The work was part of his 1870 re-ordering scheme, one of several
similar projects that he completed around this time with the objective of providing additional seating

capacity. His pews replaced those which had formed part of the 1806 nave construction, a few examples
of which survive in the gallery. Arguably, the limited architectural integrity that the 1806 nave possessed
was lost when large sections of the gallery were removed, leaving a disjointed interior, in which the
columns appear to have lost their stays.
The pews themselves are built in oak and are not considered to be of distinguished design. The
association with Blashill is interesting but is not sufficient reason to justify retention. It could be argued
that, taken together, the pews contribute to a sense of order to the interior, however, in terms of the
future vitality of the church community, a high price is exacted in the restriction that this places on the
form of liturgy, church and community use. The new floor in the area where the pew platforms are
removed will be finished in a European oak board, maintaining the material quality of the pews. Where
the aisles have been raised, the finish will be in tiles, intended to create variety and scale across the new
floor. Stackable chairs, with upholstered oak seats and a chrome finish frame, would allow the space to
be used in ways that are currently impossible. We therefore conclude that removal of the pews can be
justified by the benefits to the building users and would have limited negative impact on the significance
of the church.
The pew platforms are not significant, and the oak joists will be re-used when the platforms are
lowered.

1.3.2

Cast Iron Heating Grilles

The grilles are an attractive feature of the interior, but the holes tend to catch chair legs and high heels,
which is inconvenient and a potential cause of accidents. To manage this risk, it is proposed to remove
the grilles from the NW and SW entrance lobby thresholds and tower. The remainder of the grilles, will
be retained beneath the new raised floor. New grilles will be plain aluminium cross blade pattern in a
black finish to tone with removed and retained cast iron, mitigating the visual impact.

1.3.3

Glazed Screens to Memorial Chapel

The glazed entrance screen to the Memorial Chapel is set back deeply behind the Edwardian timber
screen and this will have a minimal impact on the appearance when seen from the main worship area.
The glazed infill around the perimeter of the oak war memorial panel is carefully integrated with the
joinery to minimise the impact on the appearance. Metalwork for both screens will be bronze finish,
visually recessive and toning with the oak joinery.

1.3.4

Nave Mobile Kitchen Unit

This small un-serviced mobile unit kitchen unit will be finished in a light tone, close to the background
colour of the painted plaster finish behind. The counter will be oak to complement the background
colour of the wall and relate to the adjacent floor finish where the pews are removed.

2.0 Statement of Needs
(Please read alongside St Peter’s 5 Year Vision Booklet)

2.1 General Information and Background
2.1.1 Chertsey has a population of 16,000. St. Peter's is a thriving town centre parish church, both in
terms of its gathered community and very significant community impact. During an average week
(October 2019) prior to Covid 19, the church would minister to just short of 300 people, on site, per
week in a variety of ministries. This figure does not include weekly ministry in additional areas including
substantial schools’ ministry. In 2019, our Statistics for Mission placed the church within the largest 10%
of parishes in the Diocese of Guildford in terms of those attending acts of worship each week and within
the highest 5%, within the national Church of England. In addition to the Incumbent, the ministry team
includes a curate, an assistant priest, a youth worker, two families workers, a lay minister and an
administrator. We currently have two ordinands in training, both of whom will be ministering with the
church and community in due course.
2.1.2 The church has long outgrown its facilities, which include the main church building, hall, kitchen
and an upstairs youth base. On a Sunday morning, our work amongst toddlers, older children, youth and
creche cannot be adequately provisioned within the existing hall. During the course of weekdays, we
currently have community ministry to parents with new-born babies, a toddlers group, weekday Messy
Church, ministry to families suffering from mental health issues and two events for the elderly within the
wider community, including coffee mornings, worship and a community lunch. We have recently forged a
link with the local Dementia Care centre. From January 2022 we have appointed an additional part time
Families Worker to expand our ministry amongst families and children still further.
2.1.3 The wider community of Chertsey uses our premises on a weekly basis, including retirement
fellowships, U3A (until facilities became too limited), local conferences, uniformed organisations, a local
choral society and town orchestra. A twice weekly 'Rock Music Project' takes place, involving teaching,
tuition and performance. Up to twelve outside organisations use our premises on a regular basis. Private,
family bookings take place weekly.
2.1.4 The church is part of the international 24/7 Prayer Initiative and, on a regular basis, we organise
weeks of consistent prayer throughout the day and night involving considerable numbers of people on a
rota basis. Prayer resources are set up throughout these periods in the 'upper room'. When this takes
place other hall activities need to be curtailed. In addition, prayer resources are made available, 52 weeks
a year, in the current Memorial Chapel for church and community use. These are well used.
2.1.5 The demand for hall hire is very high indeed from the wider community. We are simply unable to
accommodate demand. Indeed, we are unable to provide space for our own use as a church community.
The church facilities are used beyond reasonable capacity.

2.2 What do you need?
2.2.1 We wish to replace the pews with stackable chairs, in order to provide a flexible space for
worship and for a variety of uses, both for the church community and wider community use. The
existing pews are inflexible and are widely seen to be uncomfortable and uninviting. They prevent the
building from being used on six days out of seven, whilst our remaining accommodation is operating
beyond capacity. The existing pews inhibit the development of worship. We wish to continue to vary our

styles of worship, to enable break out groups, worship in the round, and the setting up of smaller
'worship hubs' for evening worship, along with smaller prayer groups.
2.2.2 Our services of worship are well attended - 9.00am traditional worship and 10.30am
contemporary worship. We also plan to continue to develop an evening 'mixed economy' based on our
existing Sunday evening ministry for women (in hall because of inflexibility of church) in which there is
sung worship, teaching, small prayer/breakout groups and refreshments. This evening 'slot' will also be
developed to include youth worship events (we are currently liaising with several other local churches)
and break out groups. The existing pews prevent or inhibit such developments.
2.2.3 Prayer is core to the life of St. Peter's (see vision booklet). An enclosed Memorial Chapel/Prayer
Room will allow for daily staff prayers in a separately heated, sound-proof room rather than heating the
entire building. The chapel is also used every day, by the wider community, with prayer resources available
(and changed regularly). Again, this will be separately heated and lit to become a warm, attractive area for
prayer. On Sunday mornings, we anticipate using the Prayer Room as a possible, short term creche area,
as well as part of the 24/7 prayer initiative. It will also be used by our prayer ministry team for personal
prayer after each service.

2.2.4

Proposed Midweek use of the proposed new 'community space'

Alpha Courses - This course has had, and continues to have, a massive impact on the growth of St.
Peter's. Hundreds of people have followed this 10 week course in recent years. St. Peter's has a rolling
programme of Alpha Courses, often cramming into private homes. We would be in a position to use the
large new space for this course – welcome drinks, meals, talks and break out groups. This is potentially
30 weeks per year.
A range of current courses and minsitries for parents, children and families (see above) is greatly
limited by space. Much of this is currently taking place in the hall and would move into the newly
created community space along with proposed new after school clubs on two or three afternoons per
week.
We wish to expand our, already significant, community holiday clubs for children. Once again, we are
limited by current space and would seek to use the new space to expand numbers and a greater a range
of activities during main holiday periods.
A great deal of existing community use would be centred in the newly created space, including larger
groups - U3A, music projects/rehearsal space and conferences. Our administrator is currently turning
down regular requests for further use of buildings. There is, currently, a shortage of community space
locally, and we are regularly unable to accomodate requests. The church is central to so much of the
Chertsey community through our links with Runnymede Borough Council initiatives, schools and the
voluntary sector. We long to be able to become a more effective community hub by having more more
flexible space.
(Depending on usage, we anticipate that just part of the sanctuary would be cleared of chairs in any
given week. We anticipate employing someone who will be responsible for this and who may also have a
welcoming role/welcome desk. The PCC will also be meeting later in 2022 to establish guidelines on
which the church/community hub may be used by the wider community. This is considered to be of great
importance in ensuring that this precious, sacred space remains as such.)
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Proposed Plan with floor finishes and chairs
Note: the chairs in this plan are shown in a conventional
layout, but removal of the pews will allow different
configurations of chairs, tables or with an open space for
dancing or performance

2.3 The Proposals
2.3.1 We need the flexibility that moveable, stackable chairs will provide. We need to be able to serve
refreshments and have an attractive welcome area. We seek an enclosed Prayer Room.
The proposal includes the following elements:

Removal of Nave Pews, Choir Stalls and associated Platforms
2.3.2
Nave pews, choir stalls will be removed and the floor raised to the level of the existing lower
chancel platform to create a nave worship area on one level that will allow flexible use of the space with,
or without, chairs and other furniture. The floor area occupied by the existing pews will be finished in a
European oak engineered board. Central and perimeter aisles will be defined with a tiled finish. 150mm
of mineral wool insulation will be introduced into the floor construction. Interstitail condensation will be
prevented with a vapour membrane locatedon the warm side of the insulation. Three new ramps will
provide step free access between the existing and the new nave levels and existing raised chancel
platform.

Replacement of some cast iron floor grilles
2.3.3
In some areas there is an increased risk of chair legs or high heels slipping through the holes in
the grilles: the thresholds to the nave from the NW and SW entrance lobbies and the central nave aisle.
It is proposed to replace these with aluminium cross blade grilles with narrower gaps to prevent
acidents. The new grilles will be finished in black to harmonize with the cast iron grilles.

New ramp between the nave and nave dais levels
2.3.4
Three new Building Regulations compliant ramps will replace the existing non-compliant
arrangement. The new ramps will connect the existing and new nave levels and the existingraised
chancel platform. The design will be a slender steel fabrication with a bronze powder coated finish and
an oak kerb

New glazed enclosure to the Memorial Chapel
2.3.5
Flexible use of the Memorial Chapel will be enhanced with a minimal glazed enclosure of the
two arches connecting it to the remainder of the worship space. A frameless glazed entrance screen will
be set back deeply behind the Edwardian oak screen in the arch. The surround of the oak war memorial
in the arch opening onto the chancel will be infilled with glass integrated into the existing oak joinery.

New Nave Kitchen Unit
2.3.6
A simple 1800mm long unserviced mobile kitchen unit will be provided. It will be finished in a
light colour to complement the background of painted plaster. The work top will be natural oak, which
will relate to the new floor finsh where the pew platforms are to be removed. A water suppy will be
provided to the south side of the nave, but capped off for the possible future provision of a sink.

Replacement Carpet
2.3.7
Existing carpet will be replaced with good quaity wool-rich carpet with a textured light-toned
pattern.

Redecoration
2.3.8
The Memorial Chapel and nave walls below dado level will be redecorated to match the
existing decorative scheme.

2.4 Why do we need it now?
2.4.1 We needed this development several years ago. The funds have now been raised. In this post
Covid world, the church cannot afford not to be forward looking, creative, community centred and
above everything else, prayer centred. The church has to be focussed on development and growth
rather than decline. Our current building inhibits this.

2.5 Justification
2.5.1

The above sections will hopefully suffice.

2.5.2 In 2019 the patron of St. Peter's, The Haberdashers Company in the City of London, carried out
a detailed inspection of all areas of the church, as it does of all eight benefices for which it is patron. I am
delighted the church was considered to be outstanding. The lead Haberdasher, was the late George
Pullman QC, a committed Christian, who was also Chancellor of the Diocese of Chelmsford. He has a
particular specialism in church architecture. He looked carefully at our proposals and our current needs.
He made a recommendation that we go ahead and seek to replace the pews with chairs and create a
much needed space for our growing ministry. In a significant statement he wrote that, in his opinion, a
building as ancient as St. Peter's has only known pews for a relatively short period of its history. 'You are
seeking to put it back to where it was before the Victorian era'. George offered to advise further, but
sadly died last year.

2.0
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